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External Face of Service Yard &
Garden Centre Perimeter Fence

Internal Face of Service Yard &
Garden Centre Perimeter Fence

Fence Section

Service Yard Gate Fire Exit

2.5m high Heras Zenith galvanised prison mesh panels

2.3m high 75 x 25mm galvanised welded mesh roll

4800.3358

2.5 high Heras Zenith galvanised prison mesh panels
Perimeter fence to be at total of 4.8m high with
intermediate posts at 2.4m c/c and the comprise of a
lower section 2.5m high of Heras Zenith prison mesh
panels, with 2.3m of 75x25mm welded mesh rolls
above. Mesh rolls to overlap inside the prison mesh
by 600mm, giving a total fence height of 4.2m. Above
the mesh will be 3 strands of short barbed tape to
give an overall fence height of 4.8. Tenax windbreak
mesh to be fitted to the inside face at the fence to a
height of 4.2m.

2.3m high 75x25mm galvanised welded mesh roll, with
600mm overlap inside the prison

Tenax windbreak mesh to be fitted behind fence mesh
to a height of 4.2m.

3 strands of short barbed tape 3 strands of short barbed tape 3 strands of short barbed
tape

Tenax windbreak mesh
to be fitted behind fence
mesh to a height of
4.2m.

2.3m high 75x25mm
galvanised welded
mesh roll, with 600mm
overlap inside the
prison

Inner face of fence Tenax
windbreak mesh to be inside to a
height of 4.2m.

2.5m high Heras
Zenith prison mesh
panels

4.8m high intermediate
posts at 2.4m

Inner face of fence Tenax
windbreak mesh to be inside to a
height of 4.2m.

300x300mm base plate to
manufacturers details

Base of Prison mesh secured to
slab with 3 tixing clips @600 c/c
to 40x40mm galv angle bracket

Gate construction to be the
same as the perimeter fence

Lockable ground door bolts & slide
bar with to be included to door

Suitable fire exit ironmongery
to be included to door

Gate construction to be the
same as the perimeter fence
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